(2) All Questions carries Equal Marks:

1 Neo Classical period of literature can be divided into three distinct stages which are they? Also explain the Characteristics of Neo Classical age.

OR

1 “The Periodical essays has been aptly describe as dealing with the morals and manners of Neo-Classical age” Illustrate the statement in reference the Tatler and the Spectator.

2 “Pope’s Essay on Man is a rationalistic effort to justify the ways of God to man in a philosophical manner” Justify the Statement.

OR

2 According to Pope, “Both religion and government depends on the principal of love, faith is The love of God and government is the love of man” Explain the statement with reference to An Essay on Man Epistle – III.

3 “Though The Rivals is a comedy of manners, it displays the deceptive manners of its characters.” Discuss

OR
3 "The genuine love suffers due to intrigues conducted by lovers in *The Rivals.*" Discuss.

4 "Even with a loose plot construction, Fielding has achieved his purpose by writing *Joseph Andrews.*" Comment
   OR

4 "*Joseph Andrews* depicts the gulf between the two extremes of its society" Discuss

5 Evaluate the contribution of Swift as a satirist from historical point of view.
   OR

5 "*The Rivals* appears to intellect producing thoughtful laughter". Discuss